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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The Oakland Athletics (A’s) are planning a 35,000-seat stadium at the Howard Terminal near Jack 

London Square. The A’s intend to connect the proposed stadium with Downtown Oakland by way of an 

aerial ropeway system traveling approximately 0.5 miles along Washington Street to the Oakland 

Convention Center. The system is planned to operate daily and year-round as an attraction and a transit 

link between Jack London Square and the Oakland City Center BART station near the Convention Center. 

The aerial ropeway system, referred to as an Urban Gondola, will serve as a key link in the overall 

transportation system serving the Jack London and Howard Terminal areas. This form of transportation 

is becoming more attractive to reduce auto dependent trips in urban areas. The proposed gondola will 

provide an alternative mode of transportation for visitors, patrons to the ball park, and commuters 

linking to the BART station and bus network. Once opened, it is expected to reduce traffic on adjacent 

city streets as well as the I-880 corridor that traverses through the Oakland downtown area.  

A detailed alternatives analysis and technical assessment was performed to evaluate the validity and 

merits of installing an urban gondola system. 

Several routes from the downtown core near the 12th Street BART station were considered.  The route 

along Washington Street, from the Convention Center at 10th Street to Jack London Square, was selected 

for advancement to the Conceptual Design Phase.  The primary reasons for considering this route were: 

• The route provides passengers with the best passenger experience — 

aerial views of waterfront; 

• The route provides the most convenient transfer point between BART 

downtown station and northern gondola station; 

• The route minimizes impact to nearby landowners; and 

• The route contains land that is possible to acquire if necessary for 

station construction. 
 

Based on the results of the alternatives analysis, it was determined that the Urban Gondola system was 

technically and economically feasible as a viable transport system to serve the Oakland downtown area 

and new stadium.  

Study Context 

The purpose of this summary document is to document the results and design considerations of the 

gondola in the Washington Street corridor between the Convention Center and Jack London Square. In 

particular, this study focused on the required programming elements at the station terminals to 

evaluate how they can be integrated within the existing urban setting and adjacent buildings. 

In addition, appropriate consideration was given to the underground built infrastructure and associated 

geology to determine the amount and scale of utility relocations, street renovations and foundation 

areas to support the stations and towers. 

The following sections provide a summary overview of the key design elements and functions for the 

gondola system, station terminal and site infrastructure requirements. 
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GONDOLA SYSTEM 

Ropeline Assessment 

A conceptual alignment design was prepared based on knowledge of typical 3S systems.  The 

interactions of gondola system and the existing infrastructure was determined by visual observation, 

existing plans from other projects and the available aerial imagery.  The profile was optimized to have a 

single tower so as to reduce interactions with the existing infrastructure.  Consideration was given to 

vertical and horizontal clearances of the gondola system and adjacent infrastructure including buildings 

along the alignment, the Union Pacific rail road, crossed streets below the gondola and highways 

I-880/I-990. 

See Appendix A for the plan and profile drawings of the ropeline profile and tower location. 

The following design criteria were assumed: 

Type: 3S Tri-Cable Detachable Gondola Aerial Ropeway 

Total Capacity: 6,000 passengers per hour per direction 

Cabin Capacity: 38 passengers 

Cabin Quantity: 28 total 

Cabin Spacing: 374 feet 

Max. Speed: 1,000 feet per minute / 11 mph 

Ave. Dwell Time: 20-25 seconds 

Length of System: 0.5 miles ± 

Union Pacific Railroad Crossing 

The conceptual ropeline profile was designed to allow for a minimum vertical clearance above the 

railroad of 28 ft.  Based on published design requirements by the UPRR, this clearance meets those 

requirements.  It is likely that an Encroachment Permit and/or Airspace Lease will be required to cross 

over the railway. This will be validated in later project phases in addition to consideration of 

construction phasing. 

See Appendix B for a section drawing of the railroad crossing by the gondola system. 

I-880 Crossing 

The conceptual ropeline profile was designed to allow for a minimum vertical clearance above the 

highway of 90 ft.  This clearance far exceeds any minimums required.  Preliminary conversations with 

representatives from Caltrans indicated that an Encroachment Permit and Airspace Lease will be 

required to cross over I-880.  

Additional consideration will be given in later phases with regards to construction phasing. Below is a 

detail of the vertical clearance over the I-880 mainline.  
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I-880 Mainline Crossing Detail  

Tower  

The gondola system will be supported by a single mid-span tower located just north of 4th Street.  The 

tower will be approximately 230 feet tall supporting the 3S system with asymmetrical span lengths of 

approximately 1450 feet to the Convention Center Station and 980 feet to Jack London Square Station. 

The tower location was selected to allow for an appropriate ropeline profile with the necessary 

clearances along the route and a gondola elevation in the area of the Hall of Justice high enough to 

avoid gondola passengers peering into the 6th floor windows.  Additionally, the tower location between 

4th and 5th Streets was selected to avoid the BART tunnel construction envelope and to prevent blocking 

of commercial driveways serving the parking lot east of Washington Street.   

Refer to Appendix A for tower location and Appendix C for a plan view of the tower on Washington 

Street. 
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STATION TERMINAL LAYOUT 

Conceptual layouts were prepared for the proposed station terminals and tower locations. Preliminary 

site planning and station programming elements were developed to help illustrate the vertical 

circulation, queuing areas and overall functionality of the gondola system. Due to the complexity of the 

Convention Center Station, two design options have been developed to provide flexibility in the overall 

design process as the project advances. The overall massing and height of the station will be designed to 

address viewshed areas along Washington Street and 10th Street. 

The following sections describe pertinent design features of the stations. Refer to Appendix B for the 

conceptual station layouts. 

Convention Center 

Option 1 – Cantilever Over Parking Area 

This option results in the station centered on Washington Street and adjacent to and overlapping the 

Convention Center rooftop parking.  The station would extend approximately 60 feet south of 10th 

Street onto Washington Street. The final design will include a walkway between the gondola station and 

the upper parking level of the Convention Center, but the structures would remain structurally 

independent.  The 10th Street roadway will be modified between Washington Street and Broadway to 

limit traffic flow to a single lane, allowing for the station structure at ground-level and to maintain 

access to the adjacent properties.  The conceptual layout of the vertical circulation elements resulted in 

an escalator bank running east parallel to the Convention Center.  Data on the existing utilities in the 

area of the proposed station were collected and considered in the placement of the station.  

Option 2 – Station Entirely Over 10th Street 

This option results in the station centered on Washington Street and being entirely elevated over 10th 

Street with no connection to the existing Convention Center building.  The station would extend 

approximately 60 feet south of 10th Street onto Washington Street – a greater distance than Option 1. 

To avoid both the Convention Center structure as well as the existing commercial buildings (Swans 

Market), the station footprint needed to extend horizontally in both directions along and above 10th 

Street.  The station configuration took the shape of a rectangle to avoid the buildings and potential view 

impacts of the Washington Street corridor.  The 10th Street roadway will be modified between Broadway 

and Clay Street to limit traffic flow to a single lane, allowing for the station structure at ground-level to 

maintain access to the adjacent properties and on-street parking.  The conceptual layout of the vertical 

circulation became more challenging than Option 1 and would require dual escalator banks running east 

and west parallel to the Convention Center.   
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Jack London Square 

A conceptual location was selected resulting in the station centered on Washington Street and adjacent 

to Jack London Square at Water Street.  Vehicular traffic other than emergency service vehicles will no 

longer travel on Washington Street between Embarcadero Way and Water Street.  The conceptual 

layout of the vertical circulation elements resulted in an escalator bank running west from the station 

along Water Street, parallel to the face of the adjacent building.  The escalator bank will encroach on 

Water Street.  It is anticipated that traffic flow will be limited on Water Street in the final design.  Data 

on the existing utilities in the area of the proposed station were collected and considered in the 

placement of the station.   
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VERTICAL CIRCULATION AT STATION 

TERMINALS 

Capacity Considerations 

Elevators 

It is assumed that a bank of three elevators will be situated at each station traveling between the street-

level and the gondola boarding platform level.  The elevators are assumed to be grouped for efficiency 

in passenger flow.  Three elevators are recommended in order to ensure a minimum of two elevators 

are available should one elevator be down for maintenance.  It is understood that the capacity of the 

elevators will be fairly low given the inherent use by less-mobile people and people with strollers or 

baggage.  For this reason, any capacity estimates should be conservatively applied in the overall flow of 

people. 

Escalators 

It is assumed that a bank of three escalators will provide access to each gondola boarding platform to 

and from street-level.  The three escalators will be augmented by a parallel flight of stairs.  It should be 

assumed that one escalator could be out of operation at any one time with the treads removed, 

therefore not contributing to the capacity of the vertical circulation.  It is assumed that under event 

conditions, two escalators would travel in the direction of the primary flow of people with the third 

escalator reserved for the few people that desire to travel in the reverse direction.  The stairs would 

likely be used for people traveling in the dominant travel direction.  The escalators would be reversed 

after an event to match the primary flow direction.  Under non-event conditions, two escalators would 

likely travel in the up-direction and the remaining third escalator would travel in the down-direction. 

Emergency Evacuation Stairs 

Emergency stairways will probably be required at the opposite end of the station loading platform from 

where the escalators are located, but the final locations will be determined in the architectural design of 

the stations.  For the two Convention Center options, the rooftop parking deck may be utilized for 

emergency egress. 

Convention Center 

A conceptual design of the station vertical circulation system includes the following elements: 

Elevators 

It is assumed that the elevators at the Convention Center Station will be Machine-Room-Less (MRL) type 

or traction type elevators.  Both types of elevators are well suited for high-demand locations as they 

have a higher reliability and travel speed.  MRL elevators require less space than traction elevators, 

especially above the elevator hoistway and therefore MRL elevators are preferred.  There is a proposed 

code change that may make the installation of MRL elevators difficult in the future.  At this time, it is 

recommended that both traction and MRL elevators be accounted for in space planning given the 

uncertainty in the code change with regards to the timeline for project completion.  Both types of 

elevators can be accommodated in the Convention Center station. 
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Escalators 

It is assumed that the escalators and stairs will connect to a landing on the northeast corner of the 

Convention Center station for Option 1 and dual sets of escalators for east and west access for Option 2.  

The costs of two escalator options will be evaluated in future project phases: 1) single-rise (continuous 

60’ rise) and 2) pairs of escalators in series with an intermediate landing (2x 30’ rise).  It is recommended 

that the escalators be enclosed over their full length to protect the escalators from the elements.  This 

will improve availability and reduce maintenance.  Should the single-rise option be selected, the 

enclosure will be important as the enclosure will reduce riders’ perception of height.   

Jack London Square 

A conceptual design of the station vertical circulation system includes the following elements: 

Elevators 

It is assumed that the elevators at the Jack London station will be Machine-Room-Less (MRL) type or 

hydraulic type elevators.  The MRL type elevator is better suited for high-demand locations, has higher 

travel speeds and is therefore preferred over hydraulic type elevators.  Traction type elevators may be 

infeasible at this station due to the space required above the elevator hoistways.  The gondola cabin 

storage area may be placed above the boarding level which would interfere with the cabin storage area. 

The proposed code change for MRL elevators may make this type impossible or difficult for use and 

therefore the hydraulic elevators are considered a backup should this code change occur prior to the 

project completion.  It is recommended that both MRL elevators and hydraulic elevators be accounted 

for in space planning given the uncertainty in the code change. Both types of elevators can be 

accommodated in the Jack London station. 

Escalators 

It is assumed that the escalators and stairs will connect to the southwest corner of the Jack London 

station gondola boarding platform and extend west along Water Street.  It is anticipated that a single 

run of three escalators will be required to reach the boarding level from street-level.   

Safety Considerations 

Consideration must be given to an automated and/or manual stopping of the escalators and elevators 

delivering people to the gondola loading platforms in the event that the gondola slows or stops.  This 

system would prevent the accumulation of people on the platform level should this occur.  There may 

be an opportunity to connect the control systems of the vertical circulation equipment to the gondola 

control system for automated management of the flow of people.   
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PASSENGER QUEUING AND CIRCULATION 

Passenger queuing and circulation at ground-level was evaluated as part of the conceptual design 

process.  Passenger queuing and flow will vary depending on whether it is an stadium event day or an 

average day.  Refer to Appendix D for the queuing drawings.  

On average days, passengers approaching the gondola stations will utilize sidewalks and crosswalks to 

access the station areas.  It is anticipated that tickets will be sold by vending machines at ground-level 

within the vicinity of the stations for passengers without a pass.  After purchasing a ticket, passengers 

will access the escalators, elevators and stairs at ground-level.  No queuing lines are expected at ground-

level on average days as the capacity of the escalators, elevators and stairs will be sufficient to transport 

passengers to the boarding level without significant delay.  Passengers exiting the stations will utilize the 

same methods upon exiting the system.   

On event days, it is anticipated that passengers will not need a ticket to access the gondola system.  Due 

to the significant quantity of people that will access the gondola system, temporary queuing barriers are 

anticipated at ground-level. These queue lines will organize and direct passengers to the escalators, 

elevators and stairs.  It is anticipated that roadway traffic will be closed or restricted for these areas 

during events.  Due to the impact of event-day passenger circulation, the following sections have been 

prepared to discuss the conceptual plan: 

 

 within Water Street for the Jack London Station and within 10th Street for the Convention Center 

Station.  Passengers exiting the gondola system will be allowed to flow into Water Street at the Jack 

London Station and into 10th Street at the Convention Center Station where they will travel within the 

streets to the Stadium or on sidewalks to the BART Station. 

Stadium Pre-Event Gondola Passenger Flow 

The dominant flow for this scenario is assumed to be from the BART station at 10th Street and Broadway 

to the proposed stadium by way of the gondola. 

Convention Center Option 1 – Cantilever Over Parking Area 

Passengers will travel south by foot from the BART station exit across 11th Street, south along Broadway 

to 10th Street and west along 10th Street to the bank of escalators providing station access.  It is 

anticipated that temporary street closures or traffic management personnel will be required to direct 

passengers and stop traffic for passengers moving from the BART station exit across 11th Street.  

Broadway (between 11th Street and 10th street) and 10th Street (between Broadway and the Convention 

Center) may be closed to vehicle traffic to accommodate the significant flow of passengers.  Passengers 

will approach and travel up to the gondola station platform by way of two escalators operating in the 

up-direction and a parallel flight of stairs.  Temporary queuing barriers may be utilized to direct and 

organize passengers along 10th Street.  Passengers choosing to access the gondola boarding platform by 

way of an elevator will continue to travel west along 10th Street to a bank of elevators just past 

Washington Street.  If required, temporary queuing barriers may be placed parallel to 10th Street and 

west of the elevators to organize elevator users.  
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Once passengers reach the boarding level of the gondola system, passengers will be funneled north onto 

what is currently the roof parking deck.  The design of this area is undefined, but it is assumed that a 

queuing area will be used to direct and queue passengers waiting to access the gondola.  There are 

opportunities to utilize this area for meeting and entertainment spaces for the passengers transferring 

to the gondola. 

Convention Center Option 2 – Station Entirely Over 10th Street 

Passengers will reach 10th Street in the same manner as Option 1 (see above).  For this option, 10th 

Street (between Broadway and Clay Street will likely be closed to vehicle traffic to accommodate the 

significant flow of passengers.  Passengers will travel within 10th Street past the gondola station and 

enter a queue to the west of the station then travel east towards the bank of escalators on the west side 

of the gondola station.  The passengers will travel up to the gondola station platform by way of two 

escalators operating in the up-direction and a parallel flight of stairs.  Temporary queuing barriers may 

be utilized to direct and organize passengers along 10th Street.  Passengers choosing to access the 

gondola boarding platform by way of an elevator will travel west along 10th Street to a bank of elevators 

just past Washington Street.  If required, temporary queuing barriers may be placed parallel to 10th 

Street and west of the elevators to organize elevator users.  

Jack London Square 

Passengers exiting the gondola system will travel down one of two escalators or a parallel flight of stairs 

west towards the stadium and onto Water Street.  Passengers choosing to exit the gondola boarding 

platform by way of an elevator will be transported from the platform to street-level at the northeast 

corner of the Washington Street and Water Street intersection. It is anticipated that temporary street 

closures will be required for Water Street between Washington Street (including intersection) and the 

stadium due to the significant flow of event-goers.   

Stadium Post-Event Gondola Passenger Flow 

The dominant flow for this scenario is assumed to be from the proposed stadium to the BART station at 

10th Street and Broadway by way of the gondola.   

Convention Center Option 1 – Cantilever Over Parking Area 

Passengers exiting the gondola station adjacent to the Convention Center will immediately leave the 

boarding platform and travel east and down by way of two escalators operating in the down-direction 

and a parallel flight of stairs.  The Convention Center roof will not be required for passenger flow, but 

may remain as an meeting and entertainment area.  Passengers choosing to exit the gondola boarding 

platform by way of an elevator will be transported from the platform to street-level below the gondola 

station and adjacent to the south-facing wall of the Convention Center.  Once at street-level, passengers 

will travel along 10th Street and then Broadway to the BART station.  10th Street (between the 

Convention Center and Broadway) as well as Broadway (between 10th Street and 11th street) and may be 

closed to vehicle traffic to accommodate the significant flow of passengers.  It is anticipated that 

temporary street closures or traffic management personnel will be required to direct passengers and 

stop traffic for passengers crossing 11th Street.  If street closures are not required, temporary barriers 

may be placed along 10th Street and Broadway to keep passengers out of traffic lanes.  

Convention Center Option 2 – Station Entirely Over 10th Street 

Passengers will exit the gondola station in the same manner as Option 1 (see above), utilizing the 

eastern set of escalators and stairs.   
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Jack London Square 

Passengers will travel east by foot from the stadium along Water Street.  It is anticipated that temporary 

street closures will be required for Water Street between the stadium and Washington Street (including 

Washington Street and Water Street intersection).  Passengers will approach and travel up to the 

gondola station platform by way of two escalators operating in the up-direction and a parallel flight of 

stairs.  Temporary queuing barriers may be utilized to direct and organize passengers along 10th Street.  

Passengers choosing to access the gondola boarding platform by way of an elevator will continue to 

travel east along Water Street to a bank of elevators at the northeast corner of the Washington Street 

and Water Street intersection.  If required, temporary queuing barriers may be placed parallel to Water 

Street and east of the elevators to organize elevator users.  
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CONCEPTUAL SITE AND UTILITY 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Site and Utility Infrastructure  

A preliminary review of the known utilities and adjacent site infrastructure was completed to identify 

potential conflicts with the conceptual gondola infrastructure. Additional investigation of utilities will be 

required in future project phases as exact depths and locations of utilities have not been determined to 

date.  Exact locations, both vertically and horizontally, as well as pipe type and sizes will need to be 

determined prior to final design.   

The installation of foundations for the station and tower structures may necessitate one of the following 

techniques where conflicts with the existing utilities are determined: 

1. Reroute utility around the proposed foundation. 

2. Leave the utility in place during construction and place the proposed 

foundation above or below the utility. 

3. Leave the utility in place during construction, place a sleeve around the 

utility and cast the proposed foundation around the existing utility. 

During the construction of the foundations, existing utilities may need to be temporarily supported 

within the excavation.  At this time, most of the utilities are expected to be placed through the proposed 

foundations in sleeves.  

See Appendix C for utility infrastructure schematic drawings of the Washington Street alignment. 

The following is a summary of known utilities within the area of each gondola structure: 

Convention Center Station 

Utilities encountered include: 

• Watermain - 2 each 

• Sewer - 15” diameter (per City utility map) 

• Sewer - 18” diameter (per City Utility map) 

• Storm - 24” diameter (per City Utility map) 

• Gas main  

• Power - 3 each 

• Telephone 

• Possible service lines to buildings on each side of right-of-way 

• Street lighting wiring 

• Traffic Signal wiring 

• Possible fiber optic cables (not confirmed) 

Utilities most likely to be impacted: All 
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Jack London Square Station 

Utilities encountered include: 

• Watermain  

• Sewer (assumed need to verify presence) 

• Storm 

• Gas main  

• Power 

• Telephone 

• Possible service lines to buildings on each side of right-of-way 

• Street lighting wiring 

• Railroad Crossing Signal wiring 

• Possible fiber optic cables (not confirmed) 

Utilities most likely to be impacted: All 

Tower 

Utilities encountered include: 

• Watermain 

• Sewer 

• Storm 

• Gas main  

• Power - 5 each 

• Telephone -2 each 

• Possible service lines to buildings on each side of right-of-way 

• Street lighting wiring 

• Possible fiber optic cables (not confirmed) 

Utilities most likely to be impacted: Both underground power lines 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This study provides an overview and summary of the conceptual design process which identified the 

functional elements of the proposed gondola system. Specific features of the stations and space 

programming were considered in this evaluation to determine approximate footprint and circulation 

requirements for the gondola stations.  Additionally, a preliminary investigation of the ground-level and 

utility infrastructure was conducted, identifying potential impacts. 

 

 



 

  

APPENDIX A – ROPELINE PLAN AND PROFILE 

  





 

  

APPENDIX B –  

CONCEPTUAL STATION TERMINAL LAYOUTS 

 

CONVENTION CENTER STATION LAYOUT, OPTION 1 – CANTILEVERED 

OVER PARKING GARAGE 

 

CONVENTION CENTER STATION LAYOUT, OPTION 2 – COMPLETELY 

OVER STREET 

 

JACK LONDON STATION LAYOUT 

  









 

  

APPENDIX C – CIVIL ELEMENT DRAWINGS 
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APPENDIX D –  

PASSENGER QUEUING DRAWINGS 

 

CONVENTION CENTER STATION, OPTION 1 – CANTILEVERED OVER 
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